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The Company
Ferracin Group S.r.l.
Ferracin Group srl has been operating in the field
of plastic injection moulding. The experience gained
over the years relating to moulds and plastics led the
company to develop a line of high quality products for
the building industry, ranging to renew the traditional
building systems.
It is a dynamic company, which is always evolving
and constantly aware of the ongoing technological

innovations that the world of plastics offers.
Flexibility is its strength, both in terms of production and
marketing;
The range of products is available throughout the
country through agents and partners, a highly trained
sales team with years of experience in the construction
industry.
All items are always in stock and our efficient transport
service ensures prompt delivery.
The company provides specialised technical advice
to help designers, retailers and businesses. We can
offer: feasibility studies, reports, calculation, design,
co-design and assistance on site.
The company’s goal is continuous improvement,
innovation, research and development of new products
and above all customer satisfaction.

Respect for the environment
“Minimizing the environmental impact over the entire life
cycle of resources, promoting recycling and recovery of
materials are activities that increase the efficiency of the
European economy and reduce the negative impact
on the environment of will use of natural resources.
This will help to conserve the resource base essential
for economic growth that extends over time ...”
This is the thematic strategy on the prevention and
recycling of waste pollution communicated by the
European Commission.

The company mission is in fact produce items with
recycled plastic derived from post-consumer plastic
scrabs and industrial waste, eco-friendly but equally
durable and high-performance, and renouncing the
use of additives such as dyes.
The use of recycled materials saves a lot of emission,
just think that for every kg of recycled plastic saves 1.5
kg of CO2.

Products
TOP 4S is a disposable formwork (50x50 cm) made from recycled polypropylene suitable to create
ventilated crawl spaces, cavities, floors and roofs in any construction or renovation project. TOP 4S
is made in the following heights: 4.5 - 8 - 13 - 16 - 20 - 25 - 27 - 30 - 35 - 40 - 45 - 50 - 55 cm.

Telestop is a modular system to be used with TOP 4S, consisting of a stopper and a telescopic
extension made of polypropylene that closes the formwork and allows the simultaneous laying of the slab and
foundation beams thereby reducing costs. It can be used as a simple stopper or as an extension to avoid
cutting the formwork and thereby reducing the laying time.
MAGNUM is disposable formwork (71x71 cm) made from recycled polypropylene suitable to create
ventilated crawl spaces, cavities, floors in any construction or renovation project. It is durable, easy
and fast to install (2 pcs / m2). It is produced in the following heights: 60 - 65 - 70 - 75 cm.
FERMOplast is a polypropylene sheet that allows the closing of the formwork and enables to
build the slab and the foundation beams with a single laying of concrete (this product can be used
with TOP 4S and MAGNUM). Quick and easy to lay, it can be cut with a normal cutter to fit it to the
passage of tubes and systems.
TUBES is an innovative system for the construction of ventilated crawl spaces and floors, storage or
dispersion tanks in any civil and industrial construction. The Tubes system is used when the depth
of the crawl space is such that traditional formworks cannot be used.
TOTI is a disposable polypropylene formwork used as a modular element for the creation of
foundation rafts and one-way or two-way slabs made of reinforced concrete.
Toti enables the construction of high thickness foundation rafts with a considerable saving of concrete
or to build large span and/or high load bearing slabs.
PRATO SVELTO is the technical solution for ground consolidation. It is a grass paving system
that enables water drainage and is suitable for vehicles. Ideal for building car parks, cycle paths,
walkways and green areas. Durable and easy to install, made in HD-PE, it measures 40 x 40 x 4.8
cm. The star cap accessory enables to mark off parking areas or other places.
SOLAIO SVELTO is a polypropylene formwork which when combined with lattice beams enables
lightened floors to be quickly laid in both new buildings or renovations. Solaio Svelto replaces the
traditional hollow clay blocks or lightweight concrete hollow blocks.
BUCKET AND PIASTRELLA a range of articles suitable for all kinds of construction needs:
TOP BUCKET - PLUS BUCKET - PIASTRELLA.

Where to find us
HIGHWAY A4:
Brescia Est (East Brescia) exit.
SOUTHERN BYPASS: in the direction of Desenzano del Garda - Verona, take the calcinato.
Exit turn left, at the roundabout take the 3rd exit and turn left after 200 m.
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FERRACIN GROUP s.r.l.
via statale, 10/S 25011 ponte s. marco - calcinato
bRESCIA - tel 030 2120292 - fax 030 2129801
P.IVA - c.f. 03539080980 - cap. sociale € 30.000,00
www.ferracinGROUP.it - info@ferracinGROUP.it

